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As the Romans economy faltered, so did their social well being. The Roman Empire, which lasted from B.
The appreciation for the empire was decreasing rapidly. With Germanic attacks on almost all of the Roman
empire Document 6 , the government pressed down hard on the citizens. What use to be a powerful and
expansive empire became prone to enemy attacks that crept into the capital. We have come to dedicate a
portion of that field, as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives that that nation might live. The
history of Roman warfare during the late periods and during the medival periods has had much study. The
Romans lost respect for their empire. In fact, the Han and Roman empires had diverse attitudes for technology
but they both were very influential in their advancements and developments. The decline in Roman military
happened for various reasons. The spirit of the once jubilant citizens was crushed. For example, Huan Tan, an
upper-class Han philosopher explains how technology can be progressive with innovations made by the
open-minded which he sees as a gift for the benefit of the people. Rome could have lasted for a longer period
of time if not for the political and economic corruption. Get power by breakingâ€¦ Words - Pages 3 han vs
rome Essay Austin Kittrell Han vs Rome The choice of which society I would rather be a merchant in is quite
obviously the Roman Empire for a variety of reasons. But with no farmers to grow the food for the soldiers,
who would? Too much of the prosperity was taken for granted. The flow of money coming in could not match
the amount of money going out. These two dynasties were different when it came their borders, as well as
government. At the bottom of all of the classes were the slaves and non-citizens. Serfs contained a position
between slaves and independent freeman like peasants and merchants. What are their major differences? The
vast majority of the Were they really as mighty as they thought? Thesis 1 pt Addresses 2 points Evidence 5
pieces : 2 pts. As missionaries fled into the Roman Armies, the citizens were being forced to pay a huge
amount of taxes. Even though the decline in military played a big part in the fall of Rome, the depleting
economy did its share as well. Growing accustomed to their armor so they could actually wear it in combat..
While in document 4 a government sponsored history book History of the Early Han Dynasty illustrates the
development of a governor who invented a technological advancement with helped benefit the people in about
31 C. Therefore, both documents 3 and 4 analyze how people in the Han Dynasty thought that technology was
a gift that should be provided my enlightened officials. Finally the citizens of Rome became socially unstable
under the pressure of the economic breakdown. The inflation rate spiked, the rise in prices on everyday
necessities decreased the value of money. The Romans were having to trade with exterior partners for items
that could not be produced. Related documents. The values of the Romans depleted as their economy
crumbled. Also during this time another way of life and culture begin arising in medieval Europe. The crime
rate increased as citizens stole more and more.


